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H-CLOSUBE FOR BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

By Caroll V. Riecke 

1. Introduetion 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a type of H-closure for bitopological 

spaces which parallels the pairwise compactness of Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty 

[2]. Connections will be established between pairwise (p. w.) H-closure and 
topological 8-convergence and their relationship to the semiregularization of a 

topological space. Brief desc1'iptions will be given of p. w. light compactness 

and a method of constructing a p. w. H-closu1'e of a bitopological space. 

The definitions used herein a1'e standa1'd and listed for convenience. A family 

of subsets {ui } of a bitopological space (X, P , Q) is p. w. open if {U) contains 

at least one non-dense membe1' from each of P and Q and p. w. closed (regular 

closed) if it contains at least one closed (regular closed) subset from each 
topology. A filter F on X is p. w. open if F contains a p. w. open subcollection 

and is comPletely p. w. open if it contains a p. w. open subcollection which 
gene1'ates the filte1'. Each p. w. open (completely p. w. open) filte1' is contained 
in a filter which is maximal among the family of p. w. open (completely p. w. 

open) filte 1's. An z-nfinite seque:ηce on X is p. w. open if there exists a positive 

integer N and a non-dense P-open set U and non-dense Q-open set V with an 

EUnV fo1' all n>N. The space (X, P, Q) is p. w. completely HaμSd011f if for 

any distinct points x and y of X , the1'e exists a P-open neighborhood U of x 

and a Q-open neighbo1'hood V of y with cIp(U)nclQ(V)=rþ. 

In a topological space, a filter F 8-conνerges to x (8-accumulates at x) if cl(V) 

EF (cl(V) nA~rþ fo1' all AεF) for any open neighbo1'hood V of x. 
All terms not p1'eviously desc1'ibed which a1'e p1'efaced by pai1'wise (p. w.) 

a 1'e unde1'stood to mean that the stated prope1'ty holds with 1'espect to each 

topology. The te1'm space signifies a nondegene1'ate bitopological space. 

2. Pairwise H-closed spaces 

DEFINITION 2. 1. A bitopological space (X, P , Q) is paz'ηvise H-closed Cp. w, H.) 

if fo1' every pairwise open cover of X the1'e exists a finite subcollection whose 
.cIosures (in their respective topologies) cover X. 
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The proofs of the first three propositions are direct and will be omitted. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. I[ CX, P , Q) is p. w. H. and P and Q are regular topologies 
I hen (X, P , Q) is pairwise compact. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. The pairzνise continuous image o[ a p. w. H. space :'s p. w. H. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (X, P , Q) be p. w. H. I[ A is a P-regular closed sμbset: 

o[ X , theη A is Q-H-closed. 

EXAMPLE 2.5. A simple example of a p. w. Hausdorff, p. w. H. , non p. w. 

compact space can be constructed by: on the nonzero reals, let P be the. 

topology generated by {{x} I x> 이 together with all intervals of the form (x, ∞). 
for x<O while Q is generated by {{x}, x<O} and (- ∞， x) for :C> O. 

The semiregularization ßP of a topological space (X, P) is that topology OTh 

X having as a basis all P-regular open sets (see [lJ). By Ä.P we will denote 

the finest topology on X such that if F is an ultrafilter which P-ß-converges. 
to x then F ÀP-converges to x. ÀP wiIl be shown to be related to products of 

p. w. H. spaces (Proposition 2.14). 

LEMMA 2.6. For any topology P on X , ÀP 1'S coarser thaχ ßP. 

PROOF. Suppose the ultrafilter F ßP-converges to x. If V is a P-open neigh

borhood of x then intpCclpV) is a regular open neighborhood of x so intpCclpV) 

드F and clpVεF so F ß-converges to x and ÀP is coarser than ßP. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. For any topology P on X , ÀP=ßP 11 and only 11 ßp is: 

regμlar. 

PROOF. From Lemma 2.6 it suffices to show regularity equivalent to the‘ 

condition ßP coarser than ÀP so assume F is an ultrafilter which P-ß-converges 

to x and that ßP is regular. If V is a P-regular open neighborhood of x there 

exists a P-regular open neighborhood U of x with UCcl(U)CV and cl(V)εF 

which implies F ßP-converges to x. 

Conversely, if ßP is coarser than ÀP, let x든X and Fx be the filter generated 

by {clp(V)lxεV， V P-open}. Since F x P-ß-converges, F x also ßP-converges to x 

so if V is a P regular open neighborhood of x there exists a P-open neighbor

hood of x with xEUCclp(U)CV. But W=intp(clpU) is P-regular open and 

xεWCclBP(W) =clpCW)ζV so (X, ßP) is regular. 

An example of a space whose semiregularization is not regular is the Arens 
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square [7J. 

REMARK. Before demonstrating the existence of a filter characterization for 
p. w. H. spaces some observations on maximaI p. w. open filters wilI be essentiaI. 

1. A fiI ter is p. w. open if and only if it contains a non-dense reguIar open 

set from each topology. 

2. If an ultrafilter F is not p. w. open, say F contains no non-dcnse P-regular 

open set then F must contain aU P-regular cIosed sets. 

3. An uItrafilter F does not contain a non-dense P-regular open set if and: 
only if F p-e-converges to every point. 

4. If P and Q are completely Hausdorff topologies on X then each ultrafilter 

is a maximaI p. w. open uItrafiI ter. 

Similar to the situation for H-cIosed topologicaI spaces [3], fiI ter character
izations exist for p. w. H. spaces. 

PROPOSITION 2.8. The following stateηzents about a bitopological space (X, p , Q)‘ 

a7e eqxtνalent: 

i) (X, P, Q) is p. w. H. 

ii) A%y p. zo. 」faηzily of regular closed sets κIlzose z'nteriors Iwve tlze finz"te! 

intersection property (f. i. p.) Izas a non-eηrzpty intersection. 

iii) Eveγ"y maximal ρ. w. open f z"lter p. w. e-converges. 

iv) Every maxiηzal comPletely p. w. open filter p. w. converges. 

PROOF. (i)• (ii). Assume {Fi } is a p. w. fam iIy of regular cIosed sets πhose

interiors have the f. i. p. and nFi= rjJ. Then XCU(X -Fi) but X c,z: Ucl(X -F) 

= UX -intFj for any finite subset so (X , p , Q) is not p. w. H. 

(ii)• (iii). If F is a maximaI p. w. open filter which does not p. w. θconverge 

then fo1' each point x there exists either a P-open or a Q-open set V x with 

xεVxCcI CV，，)6;F (cIosure in the respective topology). Then X -cI(V，)εF is 

regular open so {cI (X- cIVx)} is a regular cIosed fam iIy whose interiors have 

the f. i. p. but which has empty intersection. By Remark 3, the family {cI (X 

-cIV)} can be chosen as a p.w. regular cIosed famiIy so the concIusion, 
foUows. 

iii)• i) Suppose (X, P , Q) is not p. w. H. and {V i} is a p. w. open CQver with, 

no finite subfamiIy whose cIosures cover X. Then {X- cI (Vi )} is a p.w. opent 

coUection with f. i. p. but any maximaI p. w. open fiIter containing this coIIec
tion cannot p. w. e-converge to any point. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) is.. 
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proved similarly. 

By Remark 3 and Proposition 2.8, one can note that a bitopological space is 

p. w. H. if and only if every ultrafilter p. w. 17-converges or θconverges to no 

point with respect to one topology and to every point with respect to the other 

topology. 

COROLLARY 2.9. 11 CX, P , Q) z's p. w. H. and CX, P) z's H aμsdoκfl but not H

closed tlzcn Q cannot be comPlctely Hαusdorll. 

PROOF. Since CX, P) is not H-closed, some ultrafilter F must fail to Pθ 

converge (see [3]). From Remark 4, F must Q-17-converge to each point and 

hence F contains the closures of all Q-open sets so Q cannot be completely 

Hausdorff. 

If a topological space is extremely connected whenever no two open sets have 

disjoint closures, then: 

COF..OLLARY 2.10. Under the hypothesz"s 01 Corollaγ'y 2. 9, Q z"s extre찌ely 

com;ectcd. 

COROLLARY 2.11. 11 CX, P) z"s completely Hausdo까f and H -cl osed and Q z's 

any topology on X lor whz"ch CX, P , Q) z"s p. w. completely Hausdorll and p. w. 

H -cl osed tllc1Z ÂP = ÆQ. 

PROOF. If F is an ultrafilter which P-17-converges to x then CX, P) completely 

Hausdorff and p. w. Hausdorff implies F Q-17-converges to x. 

Conversely, if F Qθ-converges to x, P H-closed implies F P-17-converges and 

CX, P , Q) p. w. completely Hausdorff implies F P-17-converges to x. 

The next corollary is analogous to a result for p. w. compact spaces [2]. 

COROLLARY 2.12. 11 CX, P , Q) z's p. w. comPletely Hazesdorll and CX, P) aηd 

(X, Q) a l'e H-closed then ÆP=ÆQ. 

PROOF. Let F be an ultrafilter which θconverges to x with respect to P. 

Then Q is H-closed so F must Q-{]-converge and the space being completely 

Hausdorff implies F Qθ-converges to x. 

In Hausdorff topological spaces it is well known that H-closure is equivalent 

to every continuous image of the space in any Hausdorff space is closed. A 

partial result of similar type exists for p. w. H. spaces.The direct proof will 
be omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 2.13. II CX, P , Q) z.s p. w. H. , Cy, R , S) z.s p. w. H ausdorff and 

1: CX, P, Q)• Cy, R , S) z"s p. w. contz"nuoμs， theχ the z"mage 01 1 z"s closed in t !ze 

coarsest topology on Y generated by RUS. 

Products of p. w. compact spaces were classified in [6J. A corresponding 

result holds for p. w. H-spaces using the filter characterizations of H-closure 
of Long and Herrington [3J. P and Q represent the appropriate product 

topologies. 

PROPOSITION 2.14. II {CXi, Pi, Qi) /iEI} is a laηzily 01 bitopological spαces wz"tlz 

/1/> 1, cnxi, P, Q) is p. w. H. zf and only zf each CXi, Pi, Qi) is þ. w. H. and zf 

soηze CXj' Pj ) CCXj' Qj)) z.s not H-closed then CX,J..P i) CCX,J..Qi)) is discrete lor 
i~j. 

PROOF. The product space being p. w. H. implies, by Proposition 2.3, that 

each factor space is p. w. H. 

Suppose some CXj' Pj) is not H-closed. Then some ultrafilter Fj on X j does 

not θconverge [3J. If, for each k~ j , F k is an uItrafilter on X k and G is an 

ultrafilter on nXi whose projections PiCG) are the Fi then G does not ()

converge with respect to P [3J so must θconverge to every point of nXi with 

respect to Q and each ÀQi is indiscrete. 

Conversely, if F is an ultrafiIter on nXi with no P-{)-limit points then some 

PiCF) does not P{{)-converge and CX, P) is not H-closed. But CXi' Pi, Qi) p. w. H. 

and CXj' ÀQj) indiscrete for i~j implies F must Q-{)-converge to every point. If 

F both P and Q-{)-converges, since each CXi' P i, Q씨 is p. w. H. , each projection 

P/F) has a p. w. ()-limit in CXi' P i, Qi) so F must p. w. ()-converge. 

COROLLARY 2. 15. 1 n the categoγ.y 01 p. w. completely Haχsdorll spaces, il 

/1/> 1, cnxi, Pi, Qi) z.s þ.w. H-closed zf and only il each J..Pi= J..Qi and eac!z P 

and Qi are H-closed. 

PROOF. If the product space is p. w. H and some PiCQ씨 is not H-closed then 

each J..Q/J..Pj ) is indiscrete for j~i and CXj' Pj' Qj) is not p. w. completely 

Hausdorff. Since each CXi' P i) and CXj' Qj) are H-cIosed, Corollary 2.12 implies 

J..P= J..Q. 

3. Pairwise Iight compactness 

Similar to the relationship between H-cIosure and light cOInpactness for 
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topological spaces exists a corresponding relationship for bitopological spaces. 

DEFINITION 3. 1. A space (X, P, Q) is p. w. lz'ghtly compact if for every 

countable p. w. open cover of X there exists a finite subcollection whose clo

sures cover X. 

The subsequent two propositions are similar to Propositions 2.3. and 2.8. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. The continuous z'mage of a lz'ghtly compact space is lightly 

compact. 

PROPOSITIO:.J" 3.3. The following are equz'valent: 

i) (X , P , Q) is p. w. lightly coηφact. 

ii) Every countable p. w. fam z"ly of regular closed sets μIhose z'nteriors having 

t1ze f. i. p. has a non-empty intersecUon. 
iii) Every p. w. open filter wüh countable f Uterbase has a p. w. 8-accμηzχlation 

point. 

iv) Eνery p. w. open iηfinite seqχence has a p. w. 8-accμmμlation poùzt. 

REMARK. If (X, P, Q) is p. w. lightly compact and F has a cot!!ltable filter' 

base and no Pθ-accumulation point, then F Q-8-accumulates at every p、 i π. 

The proof of the next proposition is similar to Proposition 2.14. 

PRO?OSITION 3.4. If {(Xi， Pi， Q)liεI} is a countable famz"ly of bitopological 

spαccs zuith 111>1 μ사Zose pγoduct space z's p. w. first countable (ie, both topologies 

first cozmtable) then (DXi, P , Q) is ψ• w. lightly compact zl and only 11 each 

fαctor ε'jJace is p. w. lightly compact and 11 some (X j' Pj) [(Xj' Qj)] z's not lightly' 

COJJψαct thCll ?.Xi is ùzdiscγete for i -:p j. 

'1. Pairwis2 H -closure of a bitopological space 

Lill [5) constructed an absolute closure of a Hausdorff topological space based 

on the absolute closure of Katetov [4]. For bitopological spaces an H-closure 

can be constructed which is nearly a facsimile of Liu’s construction. 

DEFINITIO:.J" 4. 1. A p. w. H-closed space (X, P, Q) is the p. ω. H-closμre of a 

space (X, P. Q) if there exists a p. w. embedding z" : X • X whose image is p. w. 

dense in X. 

The proofs of the following lemma and the proposition will not be includedt 

as they closely resemble the corresponding proofs for the topological case. 
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LEMMA 4.2. i) 11 X is a p. w. open, p. w. dense sμbset 01 a space Y and F is 

a maxima! coηzþ!ete!y p. w. open I z"lter on Y , theχ F'=Fnx= {AnXIAεF} is a 

mαxz·ηza! comþ!ete!y p. w. open li!ter on the subs양ace X. 

ii) F' on X p. w. conνerges to x ~져c F on Y p. w. converges to x. 

PRO?OSITION 4.3. For any space CX, P , Q) there exz"sts a space CX, P, Q) wlzich 

is a p. w. H-c!osμre 01 X sμck tkat tke topology 0% k geχerated by PUQ is 

Hausdorll zf X I.S p. w. Hausdorll. 

PROOF. Let ￡ be the set of alI non-p. w. convergent maxima1 comp1ete1y 

open filters on X and X=XUX. Describe two topologies P and Q on X as 

follows: 

A basis for PCQ) consists of all B=UU {F} where UεPCUεQ)， UεFFεX. 
This const1'uction and the subsequent p1'oof using Lemma 4.2 parallel Liu’ s 

construction of an absolute closu1'e fo1' Hausdo1'ff topological spaces. 

The question 1'emains as to suitable conditions unde1' which the p. w. H-cIosu1'e 

of P1'oposition 4.3 is p. w. Hausdorff and whethe1' a suitable description can be 

given of those spaces for which the given construction is the largest p. w. 

H-cIosure. 
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